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" ABSTRACT 
. 
One cannot study Caddy Compson- directly; Caddy can only 
be known through the stories of her three brothers and a 
third person narrator. To discover the factors which lead 
her from a bright, verbal, strong child to a woman "cold, 
serene and damned" the critic must sift through the four 
portraits until we find a clear progression--and in this 
• 
\ 
case, that progression is based almost entirely on Caddy's 
gender. None of the male children in the novel change 
drastically as they age; only Caddy, the one who takes 
control of her brothers as a child, transforms into one who 
is controlled by them, and by her feelings for them. 
In Benjy's opening section, Caddy's childhood traits 
are explored and celebrated. ·we see a verb·al, curious, 
active child who knows and acts.upon her f~elings. Her role 
as surrogate mother to the idiot Benjy endears her to him 
and to us, but as the chapter progresses, we see Caddy's 
adolescent attention turning outside her brothers, toward 
men and an adult love. The family's response to Caddy's 
maturation leads her to lose the genuine love she had found, 
and by chapter's end, ·caddy enters a loveles-s marriage,· 
trapped in the female role df dep:endence. 
Quentin's chapter explores her imprisonment further, as 
it provides generalizations about the evil nature of womeh, 
I 
I 
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and we begin to see that Caddy's family and her culture have 
led her to see her normal emotional development as evidence 
of her damnation, and the transformation of p.ositive energy 
into negative encourages Caddy to begin to surrender the 
emotions which distinguished and strengthened her as a 
child. 
Jason's section serves as a coupe de grace, as a 
desperate Caddy leaves her illegitimate child in his care, 
thus completely stripping the prostitute Caddy of any 
control over her child's life. She fights to regain her 
power, but the male dominates, and Caddy fades from the 
picture. 
Our last glimpse of Caddy comes in the Appendix, as sh~ 
appears as the object i·n a magazine spread. Her positiotl as 
mistress to a Nazi official seals her fate as a woman "cold, 
serene and damned," and the narrator's distant tone. provides 
the perfect comment on Caddy's destruction. The girl ~ho 
" 
came to us in close-up at the novel ''s beginning s.lipped, 
quietly and, by the end, silently, into the distance. 
Stripped of her humanity, she exist.s to us, and to herself, 
•, 
only as a phisical body, because for Caddy, the physicality 
and the function of the female body are the only items of 
_/ 
value that she can possess. 
( 2 ) 
·' 
INTRODUCTION 
When William Faulkner amended The Sound and The Fury 
with his "Appendix Compson:1699-1945," he created not only 
an entirely different narrative voice than we had seen in 
the earli~r novel, but also an entirely new world--a world 
which challenges the continuity and authenticity of the two 
pieces working together. The novel and its Appendix 
continue to be printed within the bounds of one cover; they 
comprise the entirety of The Sound and The Fury. But to 
justify this artistic marriage of novel and Appendix, we 
must be able to identify certain common truths or viewpoints 
which, like two fingerprints on the same hand, might verify 
that thess two pieces belong together. 
Faulkner explained that he had to "wait until 1946 for 
the lens to clear, the light to steady, the gears to,-.run 
. 1 . . 
smooth'', and we must certainly question his motives for I) 
using these cinematic metaphors. Faulkner here mixes his 
' 
media in a way which implies that we ought to look at--not 
read--the novel as an image series which can become as 
complete and self-contained as a film with the addition of 
another series of images in the form of an Appendix. In 
this explanation, the Appendix serves to clarify and make 
solid the original story, so that the pieces will easily fit 
( 3 ) 
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together into a tidy whole. But Faulkner's comment misleads 
us to.think that in interpreting the novel and its 
characters, we are piling up information and matching clues 
in order to build an image and a story. The intrigue and 
charm of this novel lie, rather, in its psychological 
dynamics, its unspoken moments, its curling flower spaces. 
If one were to attempt to capture such intangibles on film, 
that film would be overcome with silences and gaps in the 
story, but Faulkner has, through the written word, inverted 
the image, so that the gaps become the story. Our job, 
then, is to learn to perceive the inverted image so tnat we 
can understand and appreciate its impact and importance. 
Critics disagree on the real import of this Appendix. 
Some view it as a genealogical excuse for the behavior of 
characters in the novel, and this view reinforces the notion 
that the characters are doomed from their very inception by 
their individual family's history. Such a stance discounts 
any individual responsibility, and belittles the characters 
as it makes them pawns in the fate game. Granted, the 
characte.rs bear the burden of a heavy history, but the 
characters' means of dealing with those burdens bring them 
to life and, for some, to death. If we take Mary Jane 
Dickerson's view of the Ap_pendix as genealogy and time 
2 
repeating itself ad infinitum and ad nauseam, we become 
( 4 ) 
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tempted to settle for relatively easy answers to Quentin's 
suicide, Miss Quentin's disappearance, and Caddy's fall. 
But the Appendix cannot be used as a crutch to carry 
the novel and explain away all the human mistakes made by 
its characters. We may trace with great interest the 
hereditary pattern of self-destructive behavior which may 
have contributed to Jason Sr.'s alcoholism, Jason Jr.'s 
anger, Caddy's promiscuity, and Quentin's suicide, but such 
an approach could only be satisfying to a superficial 
reader, for finally, it explains nothing. Faulkner has 
given us so much more than a simple genealogy that to ignore 
the.many places in which Faulkner seems to taunt us with 
I 
·.• 
I 
some new information about art established character, 
infor·mation which seems contradictory and even slanderous, 
would be to ignore the real story. We feel particularly 
uncomfortable with the Appendix's treatment of Caddy 
Compson, because it shreds her character so completely and 
chills the warm litt-le girl beyond recognition. The 
Appendix's grand, if shadowy, judgments about Caddy's life 
" 
strike a nerve in the readet, a response which can heighten 
the novel's impact. The questions we must address, then, 
are these: does the Appendix indeed portray the same Caddy 
which the novel introduced, and if so, how does the no.vel 
set the stage for Caddy's final stance? 
( 5 ) 
' 
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As we know, Caddy is driven from the text of The Sound 
and the Fury some twelve years before the novel concludes. 
In the present time of the Appendix, Caddy is about 
forty-eight years old, so that we can calculate that twenty 
years have elapsed since we saw the shattered figure in 
black disappear into the Jefferson darkness. In the 
Appendix, however, Faulkner tries to-reel in all those years 
with a quirky anecdote about Melissa Meeks, town librarian, 
who, to save herself from the tedium of her own life, has 
latched onto Caddy's story and made it her own. (Faulkner 
may be hinting here about his own readers' motives for 
attaching themselves to his stories, but that conclusion 
remains to be seen.) In this passage, Meeks points out a 
·photograph of Caddy, presumably, in some slick magazine, and 
we surmise from that picture that Caddy has become the 
mistress of a Nazi officer. Although the Meeks story is 
' 
carefully set in 1943, the Appendix app.eared in 1946, after 
many of the atrocities of World War II had come to light, 
and we have no choice but to equate Caddy with the 
heartlessness and blind drive of the German Reich. The 
three words which so carefully and chil.lingly d~scribe Caddy 
at this point--cold, serene, and damned--seem diametrically 
opposed to the loving and liv~ly girl we knew in Jefferson. 
If we are to believe, then, that this Appendix deserves 
( 6 ) 
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to be printed immediately following The Sound and The Fury, 
we must be able to prove, among oth~r things, that the two 
worlds of Caddy Compson--warm, lively and curious versus 
cold, serene, and damned--can indeed coexist within one 
character. In the interest of artistic ethics, if we cannot 
fathom this passionate child/woman transformed into a 
mistress/mannequin, then Faulkner has erred in his 
portrayal. But if we can see evidence that such a 
turnaround, a polar shift, is within the bounds of her 
character--or her characterization--then the Appendix opens 
yet another venue in our understanding of Caddy Compson. 
As one who found a "Heart's Darling" in Caddy 
throughout the original text, I tried to dismiss the Caddy 
Cast in the Appendix as an inappropriate misuse and abuse of 
her character for Faulkner's own purposes--to make a point 
about the nature of fate, perhaps. But as I chanted those 
three adjectives 1 cold, serene, and damned, an incantation 
to the gods, I realized that this final pronouncement lies 
well within the boundaries established for Caddy in The 
Sound and The Fury and, .in fact, no other ending would have 
successfully concluded Caddy's story. 
Throughout the novel, Caddy is portrayed through the 
~oices of each of her three brothers in turn. She is never 
allowed to speak for herself, to tell her own story, or to 
ft 
( 7 ) 
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defend herself. She must remain the mute, blank doll 
dressed and commanded by her brothers; at their whim. she 
becomes a saviour, a whore, and a bitch. "A Caddy wholly 
presented through male optics is a Caddy wholly answerable 
to male emphases'1 , 3 and this emphasis on ~he male, to the 
exclusion or the detriment of the female, must be addressed 
if we are to understand the agents which both create and 
destroy Caddy. 
The Appendix, on the other hand, comes to us with an 
undefined narrator who turns the tables on Benjy, Quentin, 
and Jason as it defines them and makes final pronouncements 
npon them, leaving them as defenseless as they· once left 
Caddy. Thi.s narrator does not, however, avenge the 
b·rothers' egocentric views of their siste·r, but rather, it 
takes their personal stories and steps back, into the 
impersonal, to announce Caddy's final fate. Caddy remains 
mute throughout the Appendix, a fact which perpetuates her 
role as voic~less victim. 
Caddy ends the novel bereft of any human emotion or 
intellectual spark. Her photograph is all we really need to 
know Caddy at this point, for she exists only as· a physical 
body. She is the victim of several forces: her family, her 
southern society, the narrator .of the Appendix, and her own 
nature. These forces are so closely i.nterwoven that often 
( 8 ) 
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we ca .. nnot fairly say where one stops and another begins, but 
we can unravel the process which led this delightful girl to 
become an empty woman if we look, chronologically, at the 
stories which create her, piece by piece, and simultaneously 
destroy her, piece by piece. 
# 
( 9 ) 
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CHAPTER ONE 
Benjy 
The initial section of The Sound and The Fury captures 
several different shades of motherhood. Benjy's 
relationships with his mother Caroline and with his sister 
Caddy provide polar oppositions in terms of his emotional 
involvement, so that his negative response to his mother 
can be balanced by his positive response to Caddy. When both 
women exist within his sphere, he can maintain an emotional 
equilibrium, but when one of the women in his equation 
disappears, first emotionally and then physically, Benjy 
topples into imbalance, into a world governed only by 
routine and memory. The Caddy he creates for us is a Caddy 
who is both a little girl and a woman, a playmate and a 
"' 
mother, so that Caddy, too, must balance herself between the 
roles which she is expected to play, expectations which come 
not only from her brothers and her parents, but most 
powerfully from herself. 
When she finds her childhood disappearing into 
womanhood, the balance she had struck in her dual roles 
disappears, leaving her essentially confused about her own 
rights, her own power. "As soon as she begins the natural 
process of seeking love outside the family, she is faced 
( 10) 
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wij? a frustrating problem of identity--the confusion of her 
real self with the identitY she has assumed". 4 To resolve 
her confusion she must choose between her own needs and the 
needs of others and, as we will explore further in the 
Quentin chapter, any decision she makes will ultimately 
result in her forfeit of both her power and her self. When 
she loses herself, in both Benjy's and Quentin's sections, 
she ~ravels further toward her future in the "cold, serene 
and damned" world of evil she inhabits in the novel's 
Appendix. Each of her three brothers portrays this loss of 
self differently because each has his own agenda, but in all 
three sections we see Caddy reduced~ This reduction appears 
most noticeably in Benjy's section, as Caddy moves from her 
position as a bright, verbal, active little girl into a 
silent and.powerless young woman. 
Our first glimpse of Caddy comes on page three, with 
the line, "Caddy uncaught me and we crawled through" (3). 
The preceding conversation with Luster about getting caught 
on a nail in the fence provi·des a context for Benjy's 
memory, but the phrase "Caddy uncaught me" does double duty 
for Benjy. It primarily sho~s Caddy helping a helpless, 
Benjy, but this unusual use of a negative verb for a 
positive action also establishes Benjy's literality and 
unusual thought patterns; Benjy knows he is caught, so he 
( 11) ) . 
-' 
knows he must be "uncaught." Caddy frees him physically, 
and so begins the metaphorical challenge of liberating him, 
in whatever limited way she can, from his entrapment in 
himself. In that same first memory, Caddy also establishes 
her maternal role in Benjy's life, with her "Keep your hands 
in your pockets ... or they'll get froze. You don't want 
your hands froze on Christmas, do you'' (3). We don't get 
any indication of how old Caddy is at this point exc~pt for 
the fact that she is in school, but we do learn that C_addy 
is seven ye~rs old at the time of the summertime branch 
scene, and we can assume that the two scenes occur during 
approximately the same time frame. '''I'm seven years old.' 
Caddy said. 'I guess I know'" (20). Her st·atement provides 
factual evidence about her, but also· shows the strong will 
~nd self confidence that characterizes the young Caddy. We 
' 
must remember that Caddy, at seven years old, before she has 
. . 
even begun school, has learned how to care for her baby 
brother, and has willirtgly accepted her position as his 
mother. 
But Benjy already has a mother in Caroline. I have 
proposed that Benjy responds negatively to Caroline, and 
that that response may be the result of her inadequacies as 
a mother, or caregiver. But we cannot fold Caroline into ,a 
stereotype or reduce her to a cardboard hypochondriac 
liii---" 
( 12 ) 
without seeing the evidence. Joan Williams remarks in "In 
Defense of Caroline Compson" that "Mrs. Compson is involved 
with all the children, and always she is warm and loving and 
5 
supportive, teaching them to love one another". But 
Williams bends over backwards to make Caroline the perfect 
mother trapped in a horribly imperfect situation, and so 
renders her commentary almost silly because she ignores 
evidence contrary to her argument. Williams points to the 
early passage in which Caroline.worries about Benjy going 
into the cold as proof of her maternal concern, but she 
.. -· 
overlooks comments such as "It's a judgment on me" (4), 
which show that Caroline does not feel sorry for Benjy 
because of his problem, but that she feels sorry for herself 
becau~e of Benj·y's prbblem. 
one of those women who can 
Later/ her wh.fning "I am not 
stand.things. I wish for Jason's 
and the children's sakes I was stronger'' (7) _may be 
interpreted as a genuine wish for streng·th, or as a 
self-serving moan for pity. Caroline is by no means simple 
or easy to read; objectively, she is neither a horrible nor 
a wonderful mother, but somewhere in between. As Williams 
notes, Caroline is "a pure product of her time and 
place ... [women] were to look pretty and keep their mouths 
6 
shut". Faced with such a situation, and with a house full 
of children, a drunken husband and brother, a dying 
! 
. / 
( 13 ) 
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'· 
mother-in-law, and independent servants, Caroline reacts. 
We might condemn her actions for being less than perfect, 
but to blame her solely for her children's problems would be 
absurd. / 
But Benjy cannot look at his ~other objectively, and if 
we see her through his eyes·, we can see a distinct 
difference in his responses to his mother and to his sister. 
Although he cannot verbalize those feelings for us neatly, 
we can surmise that if she were his base of emotional 
support and security, as we might expect or hope any young 
' 
child's mother would be, Benjy would not embrace Caddy with 
such desperation. Caroline does not comfort Benjy as Caddy 
\ 
does., presumably because she does not want to spoil him. 
"'You humour him too much . . . yo·u dont rea·lise that I am 
the one who has to pay for it'" (77) becomes Caroline's plea 
as she remembers a spoiled Jason. '''Damuddy spoiled 
Jason ... and it took him two years to outgrow it, and I am 
not strong enough to go through the same thing with 
Benjamin'" (77). Joan Williams argues that Caroline's 
, 
response reflects any normal mother's desire to do the best 
for her children, but Caroline confuses Benjy's special 
needs with J~son's spoiled behavior, which he could outgrow. 
Caddy understands that treating Benjy kindly will not spoil 
him, but rather, her kindness will save him. And she stands 
> 
( 14) ,, 
. ' 
-. 
up to her mother, almost dismissing her from Benjy's care: 
"'You dont need to bother with him ... ! like to take care of 
him'" (78), and we see the contrast between the mother who 
must care because this idiot child has been inflicted upon 
her, and the mother who cares because of a genuine feeling 
for the child. The scene continues., and the contrast 
between the sharp Caroline and the softer Caddy becomes 
evident. 
Caroline orders Benjy to "'Look at me'" (78), but Benjy 
does not want to look at her, for she must call his name to 
get his attention. The only physical contact Caroline seems 
to have with Benjy is that occasionally, she takes his face 
in her hands (78) and holds him against her, but. her 
motivations for doing so seem to be self-serving, rather 
than as a loving gesture toward Benjy. While she grasps his 
face, Benjy holds his cushion for security, but Caroline 
dislikes his dependence on objects and, probably, wants all 
his attention for herself. She orders Caddy to do her dirty 
work and remove the cushion and, after some sensible 
protest, Caddy obeys. Benjy cries when his cushion goes 
away, so Caroline insensitively responds, "'Stop that.' she 
s·aid. 'Stop it''' (78). This response shows Caroline's utter 
lack of understanding for Benjy--an understanding Caddy 
seems to possess intuitively. "The cushion came back and 
( 15) 
Caddy held it above Mother's head. She drew Mother back in 
the chair and Mother lay crying against the red and yellow 
cushion'' (78). Caddy at once soothes Benjy by returning his 
object, but she also tries to mo~her her own moth~r, who 
lies inconsolable. Caroline may have every right to bemoan 
Benjy's fate,; but she does not exhibit any special 
understanding of him; rather, her moaning seems targeted at 
her own fate and place in this family. 
If Benjy finds in Caroline a demanding and insensitive 
person, he finds in the .young Caddy a warm, protecting an~ 
soothing presence. Throughout the childhood memories of 
Benjy's chapter, Caddy shows her love to Benjy in physical 
ways which he can understand. )•caddy knelt and put her arms 
around me and her cold bright face against mine" (8). "She 
put he.r hand on my hand" (29). "She came and put. her arms 
• 
around me" ( 3 o) • '' Caddy took my hand and we went down the 
brick walk" (32). ''She snuggled her head beside mine on the 
pillow" ( 54) • 
Benjy's memories are not only of Caddy's physical 
contact with him, but also of her voice, her almost 
continuous c-onversations with him in their early years. 
Caddy addresses Benjy directly, telling him about his world. 
"'Come on, Benjy. We're going out doors again'" (7). 
Caroline speaks only indirectly to Benjy, with phrases like 
( 16) 
.. I 
"Poor baby"(8), which Benjy probably does not understand and 
which, just as probably, are for Caroline's sake rather than 
Benjy's. Caddy understands and resents her mother's 
treatment of Benjy, and addresses Benjy directly about it: 
'''You're not a poor baby. Are you. You've got your Caddy. 
Haven't you got your Caddy'''(8). Her rema~ks here show that 
she respects Benjy enough to speak to him even if he cannot 
understand everything, and it shows her devotion to him. 
Caddy tries to explain things to Benjy throughout as she 
tries to educate him, to help him as much aa she can to get 
along in the world they share. "'Look.' She broke the top 
of the water and held a piece of it against my face. 'Ice. 
That means how cold it is''' (14). N~ither we nor Caddy can 
find any evidence that Benjy absorbs her tutoring, but the 
fact that she tries to help him, without any visible reward 
other than Benjy's devotion, testifies to Caddy's inherent 
goodness. 
Caddy's concern for Benjy governs her own life from the 
·very beginning; as early as the branch scene, Caddy asserts 
her independence from the family and ~ust deal with Benjy's 
extreme reaction. We see an early battle between Quentin 
and Caddy, and Quentin launches his sister on a guilt trip 
(a skill he perfects in late adolescence): "'Now I guess 
you're satisfied.' Quentin said. 'We'll both get whipped 
. ( 17 ) 
' 
I 
now''' (21). Despite the fact that Quentin pushed Caddy into 
the water and splashed water back at her, their potential 
whipping is her fault. Caddy must believe that their 
predicament is her responsibility, for although she remains 
cavalier with her "'I don't care'" (21), thereby trying to 
maintain a strength absent from her tattling and 
finger-pointing brothers, she finishes her statement with a-:? 
solid, "'I'll run away'" (21). Quentin's peculiar "'Yes you 
will''' (21) remains open for interpretation, but Caddy 
reiterates her intention to leave her crazy family. '''I'll 
run away and never come back'" (21). Caddy, at seven years 
old, contemplates a life beyond her family and their blame, 
their punishment. When Benjy hears Caddy's thre.at, he 
begins to cry, and Caddy knows immediately that she must 
rescind her strong statement of will in order to calm her 
idiot brother. "' Hush now. ' She said. -'I'm not going to 
ru·n~ away'" (21-22). It is impossible t.o know if Benjy 
understands her words, but his response indicates that she 
has, in some way, comforte·d Benjy: ''So I hushed. Caddy 
·smelled like trees in the rain" (22). 
Benjy's obsession with Caddy's smell provides a 
physical barometer for Caddy's states of grace in both his 
and her mind. When Caddy smells like trees to Benjy, all is 
. 
fine, and although Caddy does not know the specifics of 
•.. . ( 18 ) 
,, 
Benjy's barometer, she knows that when she changes her smell 
or when she threatens to leave or change herself, Benjy 
becomes deeply upset. Her first threat, at seven, shows an 
adventurous and independent spirit in Caddy, but that spirit 
grows out of her brothers' threats and her fear of unjust 
punishment. At seven, though, she cannot exercise her will 
/ 
due to the li~itations of childhood and, ironically, because 
of her· responsibilities to Benjy. As she begins to grow 
physically and emotionally, her power to assert herself also 
grows, but Benjy's hold on her remains firm, and his grip 
tightens around her neck as nature places demands upon her 
mind and her body which cannot be filled because he-r growth 
will upset Benjy. 
The first indication that Caddy is changing comes in 
the strictly physical difference in her smell, which 
indicates that Caddy wants to smell like something other 
-
than tr~es, either to attract boys or to conv·ince herself 
that she is becoming a woman. Benjy shows his distress at 
the new fragrance, but Caddy does not know why Benjy is 
howling. At first, she believes he dislikes her new hat, 
and so, always accomodating, she instanly removes it. But 
Benjy continues. Caddy rea'l:izes the error of her ways, and 
disappears into the bathroom to wash. When she emerges, she 
soothes Benjy: "'Why, Benjy.' she said. She looked at me and 
( 19 ) 
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I went and she put her arms around me. 'Did you find Caddy 
again.' she said. 'Did you think Caddy had run away.' Caddy 
··smelled like trees'' (50). To confirm her suspicions about 
the perfume, Caddy takes Benjy to her room, w·here he reacts 
violently to the smell within the bottle. She tries to win 
. / 
him over with the telling, "'Sweet. \smell. Good" (51), but 
Benjy will have none of it, and so Caddy begins to see that 
what is "good" to her is definitely "bad" to Benjy. And so 
/ 
she sacrifices herself tri conform to his idea of the way she 
should be. "She put the bottle down and came and put her 
arms around me. 'So that was it. And you were trying to 
tell Caddy and you couldn't tell her ... Of course Caddy 
wont''(Sl). Of course Caddy won't, bec~use Caddy will do 
anything to accommodate Benjy. Although this instance seems 
fairly trivial and unimportant, it establishes a precedent 
which states that Caddy will do whatever Benjy demands that 
she do, no matter what. And as her adolescence continues, 
she tries to keep her promises to Benjy. 
The n.ext instance of Caddy's unwitting "betrayal" of 
Benjy comes when he catches her in the swing with Charlie. 
When Caddy realizes Be-njy's presence, she "came fast, white 
in the darkness'' (56). She knows immediately that her 
activities with Charlie should not be witnessed by Benjy, 
for she asks him, "'How did. you slip out'" (56), but despite 
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her probable annoyance with Versh, she does not scold Benjy. 
In fact, she treats him with her usual kindness: "She put 
' 
... 
her arms around me and I hushed and held to her dress and 
tried to pull her away'' (57). Caddy's comforting does not 
"---satisfy Benjy; he wants her to be with him, and he cries 
until he gets his way. Caddy tries everything to soothe 
Benjy, from reintroducing Benjy to Charlie to sending 
Charlie away and, finally, to abandoning Charlie altogether. 
And rightly so, for Charlie's insensitive remark, '''He cant 
talk'" (57) transforms Caddy from a lusty teenager to a 
protective mother hen who will not dismiss Benjy becaus·e of 
what he cannot do, but will respect him for what he can do. 
"'Are you crazy.' Caddy said. She began to breathe fast. 
'He can see. Dant. Dant.' Caddy fought: They both 
breathed fast. 'Please. Please'" (57). Charlie obviously 
tries to force Caddy in this scene, and we see that some men 
will certainly mistreat a woman if that is the only way they 
can be satisfie·a. Caddy's choi·ce to leave Charlie may b.e a·s 
much an act of self-preservation as it is one of 
self-sacrifice; she wants to comfort Benjy, but she 
certainly must be confused at the harsh treatment of the boy 
who, only moments before, was undoubtedly whispering sweet 
nothing:s in he·r ear. 
After Caddy and Benjy leave Charlie and the threat 
( 21· ) 
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passes, Benjy quiets, but Caddy remains upset about the 
situation as she launches into a major guilt trip: 
Caddy and I ran. We ran up the kitchen 
steps, onto the porch, and Caddy knelt down 
in the dark and held me. I could hear her and 
feel her chest. "I wont." she said. "I wont 
anymore, ever. Benjy. Benjy." Then she was 
crying, and I cried, and we held each other. 
"Hush." she said. "Hush. I wont anymore." 
So I hushed and Caddy got up and went into 
the kitchen and turned the light on and Caddy 
took the kitchen soap and washed her mouth at 
the sink, hard. Caddy smelled like trees. 
(58) 
In this case, unlike the perfume scene, Caddy washes 
primarily for her own benefit. She a.ctually seems to mothe·r 
herself here, as she washes her own mouth out in much the 
way a mother would want to cleanse a child's foul mouth . 
.. 
Caddy the naughty child recognizes, with Benjy's "help," 
that her behavior in the swing was wrong, and ·she, like a 
mother, t~kes steps to correct herself. She wants to be 
good, to do the right thing for both herself and Benjy·, but 
the two s~em at times mutually exclusive. 
When Caddy meets and falls in love with Dalton Ames, 
her physical and emotional growth both finds it pinnacle and 
its pit as Caddy finds for the first time a love that could 
either save her with its emotional acceptanc~ and 
understanding, or destroy her with its blinding power. If 
Caddy were left alone to deal with Ames, she would ~ost 
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likely have given herself entirely to him, but her sacrifice 
would have grown from the positive emotion he inspired in 
her. But Caddy can do nothing outside the shadow of her 
family, and so her relationship with Ames must survive the 
scrutiny of a possessive idiot brother, a possessive insane 
brother, and a jealous mother. In Benjy's account of the 
day Caddy lost her virginity, we see a young woman lost to 
herself and to her family, a woman outside speech and other 
human means of communication, a woman caught. And Benjy has 
• 
neither the capability nor the desire to get her "uncaught." 
Her eyes flew at me, and away. I began to 
cry. It went loud and I got up. Caddy came 
in and stood with her back to the wall, 
looking at me. I went toward her, crying, 
and she shrank against the wall and I saw 
her eyes and I cried louder and pulled at 
her dress ... Her eyes ran. (84) 
This passage holds our interest for several reasons. First, 
Benjy takes positive action toward Caddy here, which is most 
unusual--ordinarily, Caddy goes to Benjy to comfort him. 
But here, Benjy senses the crisis, perhaps, and acts upon 
it, moving toward his sister who, for ·the first time, cannot 
comfort him~ Caddy's eyes take on a life of their own here, 
first flying toward Benjy, then away, then returning to him. 
The telling, ''Caddy· shrank against the wall" emphasizes the 
fact that Caddy is indeed shrinking in her process of 
( 23) 
, 
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maturation; she has become less than she was at the novel's 
beginning. And the final, "Her eyes ran" proves that Caddy 
must run away, fulfill the promise she made at seven years 
old to escape the grasp of her family. Critics have pointed 
out that this scene traps Caddy against the wall, helpless, 
speechless, waiting for judgment. In many ways Caddy 
becomes like Benjy here; unable to verbalize herself, and at 
the mercy of her family. She cannot escape, and so she must 
hide her face, frozen in a gesture of utter despair, 
hopelessness, and fear. 
After the perfume scene, the incident with Cahrlie and 
the loss of virginity episode, Benjy's memory includes very 
little of Caddy. Critics have suggested that her loss 
destroys Benjy, so that even his one power, the power of 
memory, is stolen from him by Caddy's betrayal. But the 
lack of Caddy after these scenes shows something even more 
important about Caddy~-she has lost her own power within 
Benjy's world; she has lost the ability to comfort and. 
protect him. And this loss devastates Caddy, for not only 
did she pride herself on her ability and desire to mother 
Benjy, but she al~o defihed herself by their relationship. 
If Caddy continues to identify herself, at least 
partially, through h~r realtionship with Benjy, by the time 
she marries, she has been reduced to little more than a 
( 2 4 ) 
physical being, and neither she nor Benjy fails to notice 
the body without soul or emotion in this scene. By the time 
Benjy remembers her marriage, Caddy has maintained only her 
physical closeness with him. "Caddy put her arms around me, 
and her shining veil, and I couldn't smell trees anymore and 
I began to cry" (48). Caddy does not speak to Benjy in this 
scene, as she did in both the perfume scene and the incident 
with Charlie, because she has become merely a silent 
presence in his world. He acknowledges the change in her 
• 
through his sensory perception of her, her smell, but his 
recollection of the veil stresses that the real Caddy lies 
hidden behind some nebulous barrier which neither he no·r she 
can lift. 
The change in Caddy from the seven year old who knew it 
all to the eighteen year ,old silent bride in white creates a 
stark and cold image, an image of a woman powerless to 
control her own destiny, married to a ~an she does not love, 
trapped with the truth of her own body and the evil her 
family sees therein. And the primary reason she must endure 
this situation is that she is pregnant, a strictly physical., 
female reality which produces such terror and shame in her 
family that they force their only daughter into a loveless, 
deceitful marriage, and, more detestably, they convince her 
that this marriage is her only opti:on. 
( 25) 
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Benjy's section succeeds in tracing the progression of 
events and the regression of Caddy's power from her 
'· . 
childhood through late ad~escence. His rendition of her 
shows her to be at first a verbal, active little girl who, 
with the passage o.f time and events, grows more and more. 
silent, less. and less emotional,-until she becomes little 
.. ..,. 
more than a body, both to herself and to those around her. 
The next section will allow us to hear Caddy's voice, at 
least as recorded by Quentin, and we can then determine more 
thoroughly Caddy's motivations and the tensions which 
stretched her to ~er limit. Benjy's world shows her demise 
through a very narrow focus of his·own e~perience with her; 
Quentin's section will show her demise through his 
experience and through the socially established attitudes 
about women which made Caddy's life meaningless and hopeless 
from the beginning. 
' 
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CHAPTER TWO 
Quentin 
The relationship between Caddy and Benjy represents 
mutual need; in that relationship, Benjy needs a mother and 
Caddy needs to nurture. In her maternal role, Caddy becomes 
both "natural" and "unnatural," for the traditional, or 
"natural" role of women in society is maternal, acquiescent, 
soothing. But Caddy is not a woman when she assumes this 
role, so that her adult responsibilities begin before she 
has had the privilege of growing up herself. When she 
begins the process of maturation and self discovery which 
leads to adult sexuality, Caddy moves further away from her 
maternal self, so that ironically, as she grows up, she 
divorces herse·lf further and further from the traditional 
wo~an's role ... a role which Caroline Compson accepts 
only partial;ly, and w:t:iich Caddy would like to accept, but 
cannot due ·to conflicting urges within herself and ulterior 
motives· within her brothers. 
The Quentin section of The Sound And The Fury both 
illuminates and complicates the portrait of Caddy that Benjy 
provided. Td unravel the unusual relationship between 
Quentin and Caddy, ~nd to discover its implications on 
( 2 7 ) 
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Caddy's future as a woman "cold, serene, and damned," we 
must first concentrate on the profusion of ideas about women 
in general that Quentin reveals, then decide both how well 
Caddy fits the stereotypical woman presented, and how she 
deals with the identity that stereotype establishes for her. 
Both Quentin and Caddy are the products of the 
turn~of-the-century Southern mentality, which adhered to the 
idea that women raised children; that function was primary 
and solitary. Within that social ~ystem exists the Compson 
family, whose Mother Caroline fulfilled her physical duties, 
but often relinquished the emotional aspects of the job 
because she was too self-involved to bother with the needs 
of her children; in terms of the social mores of her time, 
Caroline was not a particularly successful mother. Quentin 
sees his untraditional Mother not as an early feminist who 
resented the constraints society placed on her, but rather 
as a scapegoat for his own problems. Late in his section, 
Quent 1. n expresses, 11 r·. f I'd · t hc=:id th I ld -.... J·US ~. a mo· er so· cou say 
\ . 
Mother Mother" (213), and we feel at once the pain of 
Quentin's childhood ahd the pathos Faulkner tries t6 invoke 
• 
with it. None of the Compson children matures into a 
healthy, productive member of society, and one possible 
reason is that they lack a nurturing mother, but to blame 
Caroline for Benjy's pain, Quentin's suicide, Jason's 
( 28) 
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cruelty and Caddy's utter destruction would be a simplistic 
and sexist view. On the other hand, Quentin's section 
fairly brims with simplistic, s~xist views, and these ideas 
deserve our attention, for they flavor Quentin's entire 
attitude about women and certainly cohtribute to Caddy's own 
self-image, as she grows up amidst the same ideals of 
womanhood as her brothers. 
One of the first instances of sexual stereotyping 
occurs during a flashback to a Compson family fight, in 
which Caroline argues with Jason Sr. and Quentin about 
spying on Caddy. Quentin, in regular typeface, vehemently 
denies his participation in the spy operation, and the 
identity of the person who speaks the italicized reply, ''I 
know you wouldn't I didn't mean to speak so sharply but 
women have no respect for each other for themselves'' (118) 
remains nebulous. Faulkner does not provide dialogue tags 
to help us determine who says what in this. passage, and our 
detective work leads inevitably to s.ome peculiar 
conclusions, for the context implies that Caroline makes 
this generalization about women. Why, in the midst of 
defending Caddy's privacy, would C~roline claim that women 
have no respect for each other? Is this Faulkner talking 
through Caroline? Of course the men in the story believe 
; 
that ~en respect neither themselves·nor other women, and 
( 29 ) 
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why should they? The untagged remark, "at least you agree 
there is reason for having her watched" (118) probably 
belongs to Jason Sr., and indicates that he neither trusts 
nor respects their daughter or her privacy. No matter which 
character takes credit for these statements, they serve not 
only to pit the men against the women in the novel, but also 
to pit the women against each other, so that the men are on 
a team, while the women must play solo. Philip Weinstein 
agr.ees: 
The female i~ essentially alone, whereas the 
male is granted the privilege of same sex 
company. Caddy, her daughter, and "sister" 
are of course surrounded by males--they move 
through a male world as through a 
gauntlet--but this is a context that stifles 
(rather than enables) the female at the 
center. Deprived of female 
"correspondents," these figures are defined 
by, and at the mercy of, the brothers, 
fathers, uncles and lovers who surround 
them. 7 
This isolation, which begins the moment Caddy is born into a 
female body, contributes to Caddy's ultimate despair: her 
struggle to connect with other characters leads directly· to 
her emotional destruction. 
The generalizations about women continue on the next 
page, as Quentin states with a tinge of pride, ''Father and I 
protect women from one another from themselves our women" 
(119), and the age-old notion of protecting women from 
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outside harm becomes horribly inverted as Quentin portrays 
women as not only dangerous to other women, but 
self-destructive as well. This attitude widens the gap 
between female characters, so that each must find her own 
way with no comfort from her same-sex counterparts. 
Following Quentin's statement about protection, we see a 
perverse, almost comical caricature of women. 
Women are like that they don't acquire 
knowledge of people we are for that they 
are just born with a practical fertility of 
suspicion that makes a crop every so often 
and usually right they have an affinity for 
evil for supplying whatever the evil lacks 
in itself for drawing it about them 
instinctively as you do bedclothinq in 
slumber· fertilising the mind for it until 
the evil has served its purpose whether it 
ever exist.ea or no ( 119) 
The repetition of the fertility idea reinforces the idea of 
women's ''purpose," but in the context of su.spicion ana evil, 
fertility beCom·es grotesque. And women become· the 
embodiment and the source of evil. 
Where does Quentin acquire these strange and 
• 
frightening ideas about women? His Father certainly plants 
his. proverbial seeds, but his comments seem thoughtfully 
sexist, and bor.der on a sort of female-wor·ship. · "Father 
said ... women are never virgins. Purity is a negative 
state and therefore contrary to nature'' (143). This 
( 31 ) 
statement skews traditional thinking, as it blasts the ideal 
of feminine chastity and purity as it celebrates the 
"natural" aspects of female sexuality. Father's cqmment 
here reinforces his support for Caddy's burgeoning 
womanhood, as he understands that it is "natural" for her to 
express physical love. Yet, at the same time, he makes the 
whole notion unclean and impure, although he masks this idea 
behind a "positive" label, for if purity is negative, then 
impurity must be positive. Here we find Benjy-like 
inversions used by a so-called "normal" person to explain 
his world and, therefore,~ to indoctrinate his children into 
a mode of thinking in which sex is natural, but dirty. 
Jason Sr. continues to share his views on the feminine 
condition and on female s·exuality. "Because women so 
delicate so mysterious Father said. Delicate equilibrium of 
periodical filth between two moons balanced. Moons he daid 
full and yellow as harves1 moons her hips thighs" ( 159) . 
The first sentence espouses a typical "feminine 
mystique''-type attitude, but that mystique, whic~ se.ems 
positive, in fact, emphasizes the "otherness·" and the 
alienation of women from men. ·The insults against women get 
worse as Father transforms the seemingly charming ''delicate 
equilibrium" to encompass "filth," presumably in reference 
\ 
to women's physical cycles which, when she. i_s not making 
( 32 ) 
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herself useful in reproduction, are punctuated monthly by 
dirtiness. As if the notion of the natural cyclic 
loathesomeness of women weren't enough, Father then proceeds 
to transform these "moons" into a part of female anatomy, 
along with hips and thighs, so that the filth balanced 
between these two moons is the woman's sex organs. 
We have no difficulty, then, in discovering where 
Quentin formed the notion that sex and sexual pleasure is 
both unclean and distasteful. And Quentin affirms his full 
..__ 
indoctrination into the world of misogyny with the words, 
-
"Women do have ... an affinity for evil, for believing 
that no woman is to be trusted, but that some men are too 
~ ~ 
innocent to protect themselves'' (130), and, with that, 
Quentin places men in the role of victim. The Quentin who 
had to protect women from each other and from themselves now 
needs protection himself. 
Quentin's admission of the evil of women act.s 
simultaneously, and almost certainly unconsciously, as an 
admission of the supreme power which women hold ov~r him. 
Quentin-tries to deny that power in various scenes with 
Caddy by· using physical force to subdue her psychical force. 
During the famous scene at the branch, Caddy muddies her 
drawers because "Quentin slapped her and she slipped and 
fell down in the water'' (21). The enormous symbol of 
( 33 ) 
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Caddy's muddy drawers, the stain upon her honor, results 
directly from her brother's physical force upon her. If we 
are to accept any "symbolism" in this scene, the only 
plausible interpretation would be that Caddy meets her 
demise, "cold, serene and damned" because of her brother 
Quentin. Caddy may have free will, but, when pushed, she 
will fall. 
We might be tempted to dismiss a childhood push as 
typical sibling behavior, but Quentin's physical abuse does 
not end i·n childhood. When Caddy reverses roles and finds 
him with Natalie, a ~rightening piece of prose captures the 
gleeful violence which Quentin inflicts upon his sister. 
• I 
watching me getting mad What do you 
think of that? Red print of my hand 
coming@ through her face like turning 
a light on under your hand her eyes going 
bright It's not for kissing I slapped 
you ... It's for letting it be some darn 
town squirt I slapped you you will will 
you now ... MY red hand coming@ out of 
her face. What do you think of that 
scouring her head into the. Grass 
sticks criss-crossed into the flesh 
tingling scouring her head. (166) 
Quentin's description implies more than a power-struggle 
slap to punish Caddy for her indiscretions; the repeated 
idea that his hand came up through her face implies physical 
marking, almost a branding, but more frightenihg, it implies 
that Quentin wants to be inside his sister, controlling her. 
( 34) 
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Caddy does not accept this abuse without some reaction; 
to her credit, she .fights back on his terms. "She pushed me 
down the ladder and ran off and left me Caddy did" (167), so 
·, 
that not only does Caddy fight back, but she chooses to end 
the confrontation. The action-reaction pattern continues, 
as Quentin tries to force Caddy to care about his 
relationship with Natalie. He responds to her ''I dent give 
a damn what you were doing'' (170) with a furious 
You dont you dont I'll make you I'll 
make you give a damn. She hit ffiY hands 
away I smeared mud on her with the other 
hand I couldn't feel the wet smacking of 
her hand I wiped mud from ffiY legs smeared 
it on her wet hard turning body hearing 
her fingers goi~g into :my face but I 
couldn't feel it even when the rain began 
to taste sweet on my lips (170) 
\ , 
\ .-
Quentin grabs Caddy first, holding her as he sme~rs mud on 
her, and so Caddy does wha·t any strong and righteous woman 
• 
would do--she fights back. And h~r fingernails succeed in 
hurting· Quentin: "Where the rain touched IDY forehead it 
began to smart ffiY hand came red away streaking off pink in 
the rain" (171). Caddy verbalizes her intentions with "I 
tried to scratch your eyes out'' (172), but she never admits 
to caring about Quentin's sexual escapades with Natalie. 
She counters his final "I told you I'd make you" (172) with 
a definitive, "I. don't give a goddam what you do" (172). 
Even though she probably does care, 1Caddy will not let 
ir . 
( 35 ) 
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Quentin have the satisfaction, for she is still strong, and 
capable of fighting back. 
• I 
Caddy begins to lose her strength, her ability to fight 
back, when she falls in love with Dalton Ames, alth.ough she 
does not crumble completely until her (presumably) unplanned 
pregnancy and marriage to Herbert Head strip her of any 
control. When Caddy falls in love, however, she experiences 
a rush of emotions and loses.control over her feelings, and 
that loss, while human, natural and good when Ames is 
present, becomes s~lf-destructive when she deals with her 
brother Qur,ntin. 
When Quentin confronts Caddy after she has met and 
fallen in love with Ames, his prose becomes poetic as he 
describes a somewhat irrational Caddy submerged in the 
stream. "Her face was a white blur framed out of the blur 
of the sand by her hair'' (186) seems an appropriate 
description, because Caddy here begins to lose focus, her 
motivations become nebulous to the audience· and to herself 
as she experiences love for the fi·rst time. The 
conversation between them at this point shows Caddy again 
" 
• 
moving away from speech, toward gestures and primal feeling, 
to describe the love that is deeper than words~ When 
Quentin asks her if She loves Ames, she do.es not reply 
verbally, but instead "she held my hand flat agai.nst her 
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chest her heart thudding" (187). · The next words, "no, no" 
(187) might be a reflection of Caddy's heartbeat, or what 
Quentin would like her to say, but the negative response to 
this question cannot belong to Caddy. Quentin makes excuses 
for her involvement with Ames because he cannot believe the 
truth. "He made you do it let him he was stronger than you 
and he tomorrow Ill kill him ... Caddy you hate him dont 
you'' (187.). The denial of his sister's love for another 
shows both Quentin's irrationality and h_is possessiveness, 
but we sense that Quentin, deep down, knows ·his sister's 
feelings. For example, he changes the phrasing of his 
question, for example, from "do you love him" to "you hate 
him dont you," a change which showcases Quentin's own 
feelings and tries to impose them on Caddy. Her reply to 
the second question remains nonverbal, as .she "held my hand 
against her chest her heart thudding" (187), and when 
Quentin asks his question t·he third time, ''Caddy you hate 
him dont you'' ( 187) , Caddy "moved my hand up against her 
throat her heart was hammering there'' (187). When she 
f inal.ly speaks, she does not deny her lover the way Quentin 
wishes her too, but she denies Quentin with her powerful 
"poor Quentin" ( 187) , which one cann·ot help but relate to 
her earlier "poor Benjy" (186). At this point, Quentin is 
on the outside looking in, unable to communicate except in a 
.. 
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jumble of sensory perceptions: 
her face looked at the sky it was low so 
low that all smells and sounds of night 
seemed to have been crowded down like under 
a slack tent especially the honeysuckle it 
had got into my breathing it was on her face 
and throat like paint her blood pounded 
against my hand I was leaning on my other 
arm it began to jerK and jump and I had to 
pant to get any air at all out of that 
thick grey honeysuckle (188) 
Quentin is trapped by the truth of her sexuality, which 
hangs in the air as thick as honeysuckle, choking him. 
As Quentin lies strangling on the truth, Caddy finally 
asserts herself, but her words are· a confusion of emotion. 
"yes I hate him I would die for him I've already died for 
him I die for him over and over" (188). Does Caddy hate 
Ames because she loves him, because· of the hold he has over 
her, which she feels is stripping away her strength? If she 
would die.for Ames, a modern interpretation implies that her 
vow subordinates her to him· completely, making her nothing 
but his instrument. Such a loss of identity could make one 
hate a lover, as cou.ld one's knowledge that this love has 
changed her forever, making he·r life at the Compson estate, 
nursing her idiot brother, impossibly un~atisfying. 
The import of Caddy's confession here, the symbolic and 
repeated death of sexual submission, slaps Quentin in the 
face, and when Caddy repeats "poor Quentin 11 ( 188) , he. feels 
scorned by his inexperience and h.is own·perverse love. He 
( 38 ) _iJ_, 
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meets Caddy's accusation of "youve never done that have you" 
(188) with a wild, obviously untrue exaggeration, "yes yes 
lots of times with lots of girls" {188). Immediately after 
this fabrication, Quentin breaks down, overtaken by the loss 
of his sist·er and h.is own inadequacy. "Then I was crying 
her hand touched me again and I was crying against her damp 
blouse'' (188). Caddy attempts to soothe Quentin summarily 
with her hand, but she is mentally elsewhere, ''looking past 
~y head into the sky'' (188). When he realizes that she is 
not as deeply involved with his pain as he 
kn i f e " ( 18 8 ) . 
• lS, "I opened my 
When Quentin opens his knife, the melodrama of 
murder-suicide ensues, and we watch unfold the pseudo-sexual 
conversation of submission and impotence: 
I held the point of the knife a.t her throat 
it wont take but a second just a second 
then I can do mine I can do mine then 
all right can you do yours by· yourself 
yes the blades long enough Benjys in bed by now 
yes 
it wont take but a second Ill try not to hurt 
all right 
will you close your eyes 
no like this youll have to push it harder 
touch your hand to it 
but she didnt move her eyes were wide 
open looking past my head at the sky (188-89) 
Quentin struggles with the knife, unable to make it perform 
to his satisfaction, while Caddy says very little. Her 
repetition of "all right" gives Quentin permission to kill 
( 3 9 _) 
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her, so that she appears to give him the same power she has 
already awarded Ames. Always concerned, she asks if Quentin 
will be able to manage his own suicide, which, in her 
presence, he cannot (a failure he corrects by section's 
end). Quentin asks Caddy to close her eyes, presumably to 
I 
take the pressure and the guilt from him (or to make the act 
more romantic?), but she does not comply. When he sees that 
she continues to be uninvolved, even in something so 
crucially important, he knows that he cannot compete for her 
love because he is weak and impotent, and so he begins to 
cry again. Caddy takes over, and tries to encourage him 
with s1 helpful "push it are you going to" (189) to which 
this knife-wielding powerhouse replies, "do you want me to" 
(189), and he waits for her affirmative 1"yes push it" (189). 
But even then, he asks for her help: "touch your hand to it" 
(189). This intimate encounter between siblings shows both 
, ) 
a willingne~s in Caddy to sacrifice herself and her power 
for those she loves, and an unwillingness in Quentin to 
accept the powerful role. Quentin continues crying, with 
his head against her breast, and he knows that Caddy feels 
no passion for him, as· "I could hear her heart going firm 
and slow now not ·hammering'' (189) as it had when she thought 
about Ames. 
Quentin's half-hearted attempt at murder-suicide rests 
• 
I '1--., I 
( 40 ) 
near the end of a life of physical and emotional abuse which 
he inflicts upon his sister and upon himself. Later, when 
Caddy is to meet Ames, she and Quentin get into an argument 
because Quentin wants to fight with Ames, but Caddy tries to 
stop him. Another primarily one-sided fight ensue~, as 
Quentin harps on his old themes and Caddy remains qalm, 
passive but somehow strong. 
Caddy do you love him now 
I dont know 
outside the grey light the shadows of 
things like dead things in stagnant water 
I wish you were dead 
do you you coming in now 
are you thinking about him now 
I dont know 
tell me what youre thinking about tell me 
stop stop Quentin 
you shut up you shut up you .hear me you 
shut up are you going to .shut up 
all right I will stop we'll make too much noise 
Ill kill you do you hear (195-96) 
In this exchange, Quentin both wishes she were dead and 
threatens her life, but she continues to worry about making 
too much noise and waking Benjy. Perhaps she realizes by 
this point that Quentin is incapable of any real harmful 
action and so dismisses his threats, but more plausibly, 
Caddy has begun to lose interest both in Quehtin's welfare 
and her own because, as she tells Quentin, "Im bad anyway 
you cant help it'' (196). In this scene, Caddy stands in 
judgment upon herself for the first time, and perhaps she 
• 
views Quentin's threats on her life as a refreshing option 
( 41 ) 
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to her sinful existence. 
\ 
After her family's violent reaction to her new adult 
behavior, Caddy embraces a negative self image, and that 
image causes her downfall. Her new belief in her own evil 
makes her accept a threat to her life because she believes 
that her family must be right: she has already sinned 
sexually with Dalton, and therefore, she has damned herself. 
After all, as her mother said, "I was taught there is no 
I 
halfway ground that a woman is either a lady or not'' (127), 
and Caddy, obviously, is not. Her mother agrees, as she 
tells Jason Sr., "she not only drags your name in the dirt 
but corrupts the very air your childr~rt breather• (128), so 
that the whole family views Caddy as a disease which 
threatens to corrode the family with its evil. And Caddy 
believes that pronouncement. But somehow she remains a 
loving girl, one who finds love with a man, but who loses 
that love because of the stupidity of her brother Quentin, 
,• 
who chases him away. She may see Ames' loss as a reflection 
on her own wo.rth, her own value b.oth as a person ~nd as a 
woman. After she loses him, she tries to recapture that 
love in a series of affairs with various unnamed 
individuals, and these liai·sons lead to her pregnancy. 
Caddy's unwed, pregnancy becomes tha pivotal point on 
which the action of her story rests. The evil that she 
( 4 2 ) 
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exhibited by cavorting with various men "like nigger women 
do in the pasture the ditches the dark woods hot hidden 
furious in the dark woods" (113-114), catches up wit-h her 
. 
,, 
and becomes a genuine physical presence within her. This 
pregnancy, because of her family's extreme reaction, is not 
a way for her to be "useful," as it was for her mother, but 
>-
ironically, her feminine power to reproduce strips her of 
any power as it reduces her to the incubator of evil. Her 
mother arranges for her to marry Herbert Head, because, in 
Caddy's repeated words, "I've got to marry somebody" (139). 
' 
She has no independence, and no possibility for 
independence; Caddy is not Lena Grove, simple in needs, 
accepting handouts, dependent and independent 
' 
simultaneously. Instead, she is bound by her family to 
marry, to become Head's property. 
Quentin cannot and will not accept Caddy's marriage to 
Head, and their conversati.ons reveal Caddy·'s guilty feelings 
about herself and about what she has done to her family. On 
the verge of her wedding, Caddy is sick, presumaply because 
of her pregnancy, but she presses Quentin to promise to care 
for Benjy and their Father. Quentin uses her own fear and 
., 
guilt against her, to hurt~her, as he replies, ''If they need 
looking after it's because of you'' (138). And Caddy accepts 
the blame for her Father's alcoholism and for Benjy's 
( 4 3 ) 
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ultimate fate. "Father will be dead in g year they say if he 
doesn,.t stop drinking and he wont stop he cant stop since I 
last summer and then they'll send Benjy to Jackson I cant 
cry I cant even cry" (154). Just as at the beginning of this 
chapter we refrained from blaming Caroline for all her 
children's problems because such blame wo~ld be simplistic 
and sexist, so too must we absolve Caddy of her blame; the 
difference in the two situations is that Caroline accepts no 
blame, while Caddy accepts all the guilt and all the 
responsibility for everyone else's problems. When Quentin 
asks her to think of Benjy and Father before she marries, 
her reply summarizes her suffering: 
What else can I think about what else 
have I thought about I cant even cry I 
died last year I told you I had but I 
didnt know then what I meant I didnt 
-
-
know what I was saying ... But now I know 
I'm dead (153) 
Caddy's love-struck confusion when she felt herself 
possessed by love and its power transforms, with the help of 
her family, into her emotional death as they force· her to 
marry Head to legitimize her pregnancy. 
Caddy's symbolic death at the time of her marriage sets 
the perfect stage for her descent into "cold, serene and 
damned." The App~ndi.x itself suggests that Caddy was 
responsible for Quentin's suicide, on top of everything 
( 44 ) 
else, and that she was aware of her culpability. "Knew the 
brother loved death best of all and was not jealous, would 
(and perhaps in the calculation and deliberation of her 
marriage did) have handed him the hypothetical hemlock" 
(412). This narrator makes the hypothetical gesture appear 
to be kind, as Caddy was helping Quentin get to the thing he 
loved most, but beneath this clever, literary phrase lies a 
, 
pointing fi~ger. 
·-~ ." 
The Quentin section of The Sound and The Fury creates 
an atmosphere of misogynistic values, paired with an 
unstable boy who cannot accept his own nature nor the nature 
of others. In this world, Caddy experiences. this sexism and 
a.ccepts it as her birthright, thereby condemning hers-~lf to 
self-hatred which leads to the ultimate destruction of all 
the positive qualities she possesses early in the novel., 
when only the useful, nurturing aspect of her femaleness 
showed, along with a natural curiosity, verbal ability, 
strength of character and leadership. When her 
self-fulfilling sexual nature appeared, it was received with 
such scorm from every member of her family that she was 
forced to accept their judgment and condemn herself. Her 
psychical death in this section, and the torture she 
undergoes in the next section as she tries to put the 
scattered pieces of her life into some order, effect the 
( 4 5 ) 
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final cut. 
., 
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CHAPTER THREE 
Jason 
The portrait of Caddy we receive from Benjy's section 
is complex with different Caddys: the childhood Caddy, who 
protects and soothes Benjy; the _young adolescent Caddy, who 
wears perfume and kisses boys;~and the bridal Caddy, silent, 
" 
veiled and white. Despite his limitations, Benjy manages 
to capture the essence of Caddy's progress from active to 
passive, from powerful to powerless, from girl to woman. 
Quenti.n, then, provides a sharper focus on a complex 
character, as we see Caddy first in love, t~en in.trouble·. 
In Quentin's section, Caddy maintains some degree of power 
while she is able to speak; at the times when she is 
rendered .silent, she loses herself and becomes vulnerable. 
Her silence becomes ev.ident both when she falls in love with 
Daltoh and can only express herself through her heartbeat, 
and when she must marry Head despite her ambivalence toward 
him. ·The Caddy we see in these first two sections is one of 
vigor and spirit reduced to one trapped within her own 
female body and within -a family and a society which views 
.female sexuality and its reproductive functions as shameful 
and dependent upon men, for support, honor and validation. 
( 47) 
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When we see Caddy marry Herbert Head, we know she is lost 
unto herself and her own passions; we do not yet know what 
that loss of self will do to her. 
Jason's section of The Sound and The Fury shows -a Caddy 
who is in many ways the same Caddy we met on page three: 
.. 
caring, spirited, and determined; the one elem~nt Jason adds 
to the adult Caddy is fear. By the time Jason speaks to the 
reader in his own voice, he controls Benjy 's fate, Miss 
Quentin's life, and the Compson family estate; in effect, he 
cont~ols Caddy's past, her present and her future. 
The opening line of Ja~on's chapter reveals his 
negat.ive feeli·ngs about women: "ONCE A BITCH, ALWAYS A 
BITCH'' (223). In this line Jason ~peaks of his niece 
Quentin, but his sentiment rings true for his sister .as 
well, and for all women. In this section, the vibra.n·t Caddy 
stagnates as her relationship ·with her brother allows her no 
room to move forward or backward; she remains pinned in a 
limbo away from her daughter to protect the little girl and 
to protect her brother Benjy. 
Caddy'·s relinquishment of Miss Quentin to her family 
remains a point o-f contention, and may be the key to her 
damnation, as she willingly hands her b-aby to the proverbial 
lions. In this one instance, Caddy appears to have some 
control over her life and the life of her daughter; once 
( 4 8 ) 
Head abandons his wife for her obvious misrepresentation of 
herself, she is left, for the first time in her life, alone. 
She has a decisiorr to make, and she chooses to give Miss 
Quentin to her father to raise. Jason Sr. acts nobly, for 
once, in this instance, as he prQtects his daughter and, by 
I . I . 
t 
his action, vows. to protect his gran_ddaµ.ghter as well. As 
usual, Caroline responds selfishly to the baby's arrival, 
and Jason's account sets the scene for the new baby: "Father 
went up there and got it· and brought it home and wouldn't 
tell anything about where she was or anything'' (245). Jason 
repeatedly calls Miss Quentin an "it," reinforcing his 
• 
penchant for neutering his ~elatives, and we unde.rstand that 
people are things to Jason, people who sometimes can be 
traded for more valuable commodities. Perhaps this 
l 
mercenary attitude comes from Mother Caroline who, upon the 
arrival of her granddaughter, begins to cry and moan, '''And 
you didn't -even see him? You didn't even try to get him to 
make a·ny provision for it?. • . He can be forced to by law . 
He can prove nothing'" (245-46). Not only does Caroline 
also reduce the baby to a thing, a monetary demand, but she 
also suggests that Head should have to support Caddy's 
bastard child. Granted, Head's abandonment of his wife is 
less than admirable, but Caroline's immediately negative, 
mercenary reaction shows her to be both selfish and 
( 4 9 ) 
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insensitive. Jason Sr. has the good sense to support his 
daughter's ,independence from Head: "'No she shall not touch 
his money not one cent of it'" (246), and at this point, •"we 
admire him for his pride in not chasing after Head, but we 
also wonder how this pride, and this absence of money, will 
affect Caddy. 
And yet Caddy does not suffer from poverty. She 
regularly sends money to Miss Quentin, and she even tries to 
bribe Jason to get her back. "'If you'll get Mother to let 
me have her back, I'll give you a thousand dollars'" (259). 
When Jason protests that she does not have that much money, 
Caddy assures him that she can get it, and Jason responds 
with a tacit, "'I know how you'll get it. • . You'll get it 
the same way you got her''' (260). The insinuation of 
prostitution angers Caddy to the point of violence, and we 
see some real hesitation in Jason, almost fear: "Then I 
thought she really was going to hit at me, and theh I didn't 
know what she was going to do. She acted for a minute like 
some kind of a toy that's wound up too tight and about to 
burst all to pieces'' (260). Jason's metaphor is stunningly 
apt. Caddy has been manipulated and trapped and violated 
and abused so often, and she has accepted the abuse with 
silent acceptance, that the anger has built within her to a 
critical point. And Jason is sensible enough to be 
( 5·0 ) 
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frightened of the power that Caddy's anger could 
unleash--but that potential power goes untapped. Instead, 
Caddy again accepts her powerless role; she faces a certain 
stark reality, and replies to Jason's insult with a 
self-effacing "'Oh, I'm crazy • • . I'm insane. I can't 
take her. Keep h~r. What am I thinking of''' (260). Caddy 
renders herself incapable, and so she is incapable. 
But Caddy does not stop caring about Quentin because 
she cannot be with her; in fact, she badgers Jason 
repeatedly about her care. '''You'll have to promise to take 
care of her, to--She's kin to you; your own flesh and blood. 
Promise, Jason''' (260). Jason replies in a typically 
' 
short-sighted and ridiculous way, with '''I run more risk 
than you do, because you haven't got anything at stake'" 
(260). Caddy finds his remark so painfully funny, so ironic 
and· cruel, that she begins to lose control. "She begun to 
laugh and to try to hold it back all at the same time. 'No. 
r· have nothing at stake"' .she says., making that noise, 
putting her hands to her mouth, 'nuh-nuh-nothing''' (260). 
This very peculiar exchange continues, as Jason orders Caddy 
to "'Stop that!'" (260) and we see Caddy: "'I'm tr-trying 
to,' she says, holding her hands over her mouth. 'Oh God, oh 
God''' (261). Caddy's lack of control has become physical by 
now as she struggles to regain her composure in the face of 
( 51 ) 
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such idiocy from "the first sane Compson since before 
Culloden'' (420). Jason threatens to leave Caddy standing 
, 
'\.::_j there frothing, but Caddy finally re.gains control. 
\ 
,,• 
"Wait," she says, catching my arm. 
"Ive stopped. I wont again. xou promise, 
Jason?" she_~~ys, and me feeling her eyes 
almost like they were touchin~ my face, 
"You promise? Mother--that money--if 
sometimes she needs things--If I send 
checks for her to you, other ones 
besides those, you'll give them to her? 
You wont tell? You'll see that she has 
things like other girls?" (261) 
This passage overflows with rich allusion. Whereas Caddy 
had ''uncaught" Benjy and freed him, here she "catches" 
Jason, trapping him. She notes that she "wont again," 
without an apostrophe, which heralds back to Caddy 1 s 
whispered (and later broken) promise to Benjy that she 
would not fraternize with men (58). Jason's too-poetic 
comment about her eyes almost touching him reminds us of the 
way Caddy 1 s eyes flew about the room to avoid Benjy's 
knowing stare after she lost her virginity. And finally, 
Caddy ends the exchange by seeking promises, just as she 
begged Quentin to promise to take care of Benjy and Father 
after she married. Her string of questions, particularly 
''You wont tell?'' seems childlike, an innocent secret--but, 
of course, this game is not innocent, as Caddy assumes the 
role of beggar, the one who must rely on other .people 
( 52 ) 
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because she has not the power to do what she wants. And 
Jason (and Faulkner) underlines her completely subordinate 
position when he ends the exchange with "'Sure • • . As long 
as you behave and do like I tell you'" (261). The Caddy 
who, as a child, had been so confident of her ability to 
lead the other children, to have them mind her, has been 
reduced to a woman who must obey. 
The behavior of the Compson family toward their 
daughter becomes detestable by the time Jason speaks: his 
voice provides the perfect accompaniment to action too 
loathesome for words. If we can excuse Caroline for 
marrying Caddy off to Head because of her pregnancy in order 
to preserve both the family's and Caddy's honor, we cannot 
excuse her treatment of Caddy after Head.,s abandonment. 
Caroline, upon learning that Caddy's baby needs a home, her 
home, turns vicious. She, in effect, attempts to erase 
Caddy from existence. '''She must never know. She must 
never even learn th·at name. Dilsey, I forbid you ever to 
speak that name in·her hearing. If she could grow up never 
to know that she had a mother, I would thank God''' (247). 
Caroline, by this point, has already buried one son, changed 
the name of another-so that she would have no familial ties 
( 53 ) 
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to him, and now, she tries to eradicate her daughter as 
well. Jason Sr. recognizes Caroline's idiocy, and responds 
properly with a stern, "'Don't be a fool'" (247). But 
Caroline will not be deterred in her eradication of Caddy, 
and provides a tempting ultimatum to Jason Sr.: 
''I have never interfered with the way 
you brought them up," Mother says, "But 
now I cannot stand anymore. We must decide 
this now, tonight. Either that name is 
never to be spoken in her hearing, or she 
must go, or I will go. Take your choice." 
(247-48) 
By this point, not only has Faulkner pitted the men against 
the women and the women against themselves, he has also 
pitted the audience against the women .. Even a critic 
sympathetic to the women's issues within the novel can find 
no excuse for Caroline; she becomes the evil caricature her 
son Quentin had described a chapter earlier. We now have, 
in our cast of women, a selfish old woman who is ashamed of 
her childre~ a.{ld who, through her _inability or unwillingness 
.to change, dooms her granddaughter to the same fate of 
emotional barrenness that her children suffered; an absentee 
mother who dabbles in _prostitution, and a baby girl whose 
life holds little pro~ise or value for anyone in the novel, 
except perhaps Dilsey, the only emotionally healthy, stable, 
( 54 ) 
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moral female character the book introduces. 
When Caddy relinquishes her baby in desperation, the 
I 
family which had created her now, under orders of the 
Mother-Creator herself, denies Caddy's existence. In a 
spooky way, Caroline denies Caddy and takes Miss Quentin in 
her place, thereby ridding herself of Caddy's shame and 
beginning again with a brand new baby. Caddy, then, becomes 
a ghost, a vessel used to reproduce herself, and once that 
function has been fulfilled, she disappears. She tries to 
7 
reappear to her family several times, to try to reclaim the 
life that is hers, but they disallow it. Caddy discovers 
her Father's death by accident, in the newspaper, like a 
stranger, but she attempts to rematerialize to her family 
after this loss, to reclaim the personhood she once owned 
outright. She appears as a shady figure in black, almost 
witchy, and Jason describes sighting her: ''I didn't -see her 
until I was pretty near there, standing there in a black 
cloak, looking at the flowers. I knew who it was right off, 
b-efore she turned and looked at me and lifted up her veil'' 
( 251) . 
The last time we saw Caddy, on her wedding d.ay, she was 
veiled with flowers in her hair. Now, she h~s exchanged the 
white veil for black and distanced herself from the flowers 
as she cloaks hersel.f in black, in darkness. Jason notes 
( 55 ) 
the cost of the flowers we assume Caddy brought for her 
father's and brother's graves, ~-then informs Caddy that she 
"'dont give a damn about anybody'" (251). Caddy immediately 
knows that Jason refers to his own selfish grudge against 
her, and apologizes for something that is not her fault. 
"'Oh,' she says, 'that job.' She looked at the grave. 'I'm 
sorry about that, Jason'" (251). Caddy had neither promised 
Jason the job nor denied it, but she extends sympathy to 
Jason for his disappointment. Jason, however, knows no 
sympathy as he informs Caddy that '''We dont even know your 
name at that house'" (252) and Caddy replies, "'I know it'" 
(252). She understands that she has vanished from the lives 
of the people who raised her, whom she loved, that she is 
worse than dead, because she has no tombstone or resting 
place; she is nothing; to them, she never existed. But she 
wants to see her daughter, and so she bribes Jason, because 
Jason respo·nds to money. He dupes her, of course, and she, 
still feisty despite her status as persona non grata, 
marches into his store to tell him about it. "The next 
morning damn if she didn't walk right into the store, only 
she had sense enough to wear the veil and not speak to 
anybody'' (255.). Caddy tries to fight with Jason, but she 
realizes that he is both unr~asonable and all-powerful. Her 
final comment to him in this exchange, "Damn you" (258), 
r 
I 
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becomes a refrain for her converstaions with Jason, as she 
curses him another time with "damn you oh damn you oh damn 
you'' (259). Caddy's· frustration about her daughter grows to 
. ~ . . desperation as she seeks D1lsey's help, but Jason threatens 
both women vigorously, and Caddy's determination winds down 
into acquiescence. 
Caddy's resilience throughout this novel ends here; her 
final devastation within the novel proper occurs not as an 
accident of nature or the work of some stranger, but at the 
hands of her brother Jason. Perhaps. the most disturbing 
feature of Caddy's final moments is that she has no real 
conclusion. She never screams at Jason, for she has gone 
beyond screaming and into the female silence. In fact, we 
have difficulty pinpointing Caddy's final ·scene in the 
novel, for she just sort of fades away when Jason has no 
more use for her. The character who had the single large-st 
impact on the novel does not exit with a bang nor a whimper, 
but a silence so loud the text must struggle to compete. 
As Jason smears his dealings with Caddy into his 
dealings with Miss Quentin, we see that Miss Quent.in has 
many of the traits her mother had, the same headstrong 
stubbornness and desire for attention from the opposite sex, 
and we are ·1eft to wonder. Are all the women in this 
household doomed to the same .fate? How, then, can they be 
• 
( 57) 
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individuals? Certainly Miss Quentin differs from her mother 
insofar as she has neither the tenderness nor the genuine 
passion her mother displayed, but rather only a coarse 
sleaziness and sullen silence. But the two women are of the 
same rnold--women who use their bodies improperly and suffer 
for it. Granted, Miss Quentin does escape with Jason's 
money, providing a lovely justice to Jason's loathesomeness, 
but her life with the pitchman can be no more promising than 
her mother's life in the street, or on her back. In any 
r"'-~J:, both Caddy and her daughter end the novel on the 
street, away from any family they ever knew, and alone, with 
only their own minds and bodies for support. 
•. \ 
( 58) 
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CONCLUSION 
I -
The conclusion to this thesis lies naturally in the 
conclusion to the novel, the Compson Appendix, for there we 
reach the end of Caddy's story, at least insofar as the 
novel allows. Her position as the mistress of a German 
staffgeneral at the novel's ultimate conclusion does not 
surprise us by page 
first, an~probably 
415, for Caddy's liaisons since her 
only, love affair with Dalton Ames have 
been questionable at best. Her marriage to Herbert Head was 
one of convenience, of economy, of propriety, and her 
relationship with the Nazi undoubtedly shares the first two 
of those traits. We have seen the progression of Caddy from 
a warm, vital child into a woman emotionless, a woman who 
sells her body probably because she has been conditioned to 
. 
b·elieve that it was her most valuable, perhaps her only 
valuable commodity. Caddy survives quite well, not because 
of her intelligence or her compassion, but because she knows 
how to market her physical beauty and her sexual talent. By 
. 194 3, al though she had "vanished in Paris wi.th the German 
occupation, 1940, still beautiful and probably still wealthy 
too since she did not look within fifteen years of her 
actual fortyeight'' (413), she appeared in Melissa Meeks' 
( 59 ) 
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magazine bathed in luxury. To what extent does the judgment 
of "cold, serene and damned" arise from Caddy's past, and 
to what ~xtent does the narrator force that view upon her? 
The situation in which we find Caddy in the Appendix is 
shocking and damning, for it inevitably equates her, in the 
minds of any later twentieth century readers, with the 
monsters of the twentieth century. It also associates her 
with ultimate power, the kind of power which cannot be 
denied or escaped. On the other hand, Caddy does not dally 
with the Fuhrer himself, so that her relationship with one 
of his underlings could associate Caddy with a very peculiar 
brand of power: the staff general undoubtedly cqntrols the 
fate of ~any people, but his own fate still lies at the 
hands of his superiors, since he probably makes none of his 
own decisions. He must be held responsible. for his 
participation in the movement just as Caddy must be held 
responsible for her prostitution and her association with 
the Nazis, but we must consider the possibility that these 
people have choices, but none of them are particularly 
appealing. And Caddf, at least, chooses the road of least 
opposition. Her behavior might not be considered admirable, 
but it is certainly understandable. 
Even if we do not allow this staffgeneral the ·benefit 
.... 
of the doubt, and assume that he is the very epitome of 
( 60) 
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German cruelty, we must not make Caddy guilty by association 
any more than we can blame her for Quentin's suicide because 
he thought about her the day before. Such blame would be 
silly, simplistic and unfair. Instead, let us consider the 
phrase, "vanished in Paris with the German occupation," 
which implies that Caddy did not rush over to Germany to 
join the Nazi movement or capitalize on it. Instead, we 
might argue that Caddy found herself caught in occupied 
France, alone, and to sustain herself she simply began to 
take in Nazi customers. Somewhere along the line, this 
staffgeneral had made Caddy his property, and again she 
becomes a man's possession. Along with "an open powerful 
expensive chromiumtrimmed sports car'' (415), this Nazi now 
possessed an open, powerful, expensive mistress, cold as 
steel. 
If we can see Caddy as a possession, how can we also 
see her as powerful? The paradox lies in th~ fact that 
without her power to· attract and please men sexually, She 
would not have the opportunity to become their property. 
He·r only power lies in her ability to become an object. 
Due to the proximity of the description of the sports car 
with the description of Caddy, we might be tempted to equate 
the two"'possessions, and this equation fits neatly into the 
portrait of Caddy as instrument. Bot·h Caddy and the sports 
( 61 ) 
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car possess enormous potential power, but neither has 
control over the exercise of that power. Both machines, the 
metaphor implies, ·need a man to channel the. energy into the 
direction of his choice in order for them to be valuable. 
Caddy's brand of power has changed considerably since the 
novel's beginning; as a child, Caddy's power grew from her 
honesty, her verbal ability, and her fearlessness. Her 
strength and independence show clearly as she mothers Benjy, 
as she climbs the tree to see inside the house, as she takes 
charge of the children and cornrnrnands them to obey her. She 
uses her inherent power to effect certain changes, to get 
things done, to shape her world the way she wants it. By 
age 48, in France, the mature woman probably still possesses 
the inherent strength she had as a child, but that brand of 
power has b~en.buried under years of accumulated 
subordination. Now, her power lies in her body, t-he only 
power that women always retain over men: the power of -sex. 
The nature of sex has also changed considerably for 
Caddy over the course of the novel, mirroring the change in 
her self, so that we might equate Caddy hers-elf with sex. 
At the beginning, in her first attempts at closeness with 
boys, sex was an experiment, an adventure, a dangerous game 
that Caddy enjoys, but also sometimes regrets. But Caddy, 
in those early liaisons~ has the power to control her own 
( 62 ) 
involvement, and can order Charlie to leave, and he obeys 
her. When she meets Ames, sex becomes the expression of 
pure emotion and the forfeiture/t>f her control. When Ames 
abandons her, we lose the thread of Caddy's sexuality, and 
do not pick it up again until we learn of her pregnancy. 
Her comments to Quentin about "too many" (143) lovers 
implies that perhaps, after Ames, sex becomes for Caddy a 
substitute for love, as she flits from -lover to lover in an 
attempt to recapture the emotion and the passion of her 
first sexual love. This sex leads to her pregnancy, and now 
sex has become a trap, a trap which renders her helpless. 
When she in turn traps Head into her situation, sex becomes 
a lure, a means to an end. But the respectability a~ 
support she found from Head va.nishes with the man, and Caddy 
uses sex directly to support herself. She no longer bothers 
with love or its pretense. If Caddy realizes at this point 
that she has been selling herself all along, but for 
diffe.rent kinds of profit, and now decides. that money is th-e 
only profit that matters anymore, then she has sunk into the 
tragic. Sally Page believes that Caddy's "promiscuity is 
her despairing cry .at tbe loss of life. The deadly serehtiy 
that· is born in her is the sign that the naturally 
responsive and ·loving child has been sacrificed to the 
unnatural--sex without love 118 • But in Page's 
' 
· ( 63 )· 
interpretation, who performs the sacrifice? Caddy 
sacrifices herself. And her willingness to sacrifice 
herself in this manner, away from emotion, is the most 
unnatural aspect of-the situation. So the ramifications of 
sex throughout the novel change from adventure to emotion to 
help·lessness to cold practicality, just as Caddy's ' 
personal·i ty and role within the novel has changed. Both the 
equations of c·addy, with the sports car and with sex, 
minimize her. Caddy has devolved from~ rich, dynamic 
character into an object and a function. 
This devolution finds its completion in the cold tone 
of the Appendix's narrator. This harrator's tone throughout 
the piece is consistently aloof and distanced from the 
action. The fate of each character is reported without 
emotion, but the treatment of Caddy in the Appendix is 
particularly inte.resting because it describes he-r final 
coldness with icy certainty. The first three sectiorts of 
the ~ovel show Caddy reverting contextua1·1y, moving from an 
independent and strong child into a woman whose fate depends 
almost entirely on the actions of others. Caddy cannot be a 
whole and productive adult because she has been forced, 
litt.le by little, to surrender the independence she needs. 
Instead, she becomes a shell, a body that does what it must 
to continue functioning physically. Caddy has become 
\ 
( 64) 
., 
, 
completely superficial by the novel's Appendix. We must 
note, however, that Caddy retained her life, her spirit, 
throughout her brothers' sections. She had already become a 
prostitute by the time she appears to Jason, but she is not, 
at this point, cold, serene and damned. Her prostitution 
does not sap her entirely of her passion. Caddy's brothers 
certainly do Caddy great injustice. But they are unable to 
flatten Caddy completely. 
In each of her brothers' sections, Caddy exists in 
three dimensions; we can see her as a whole person. We have 
traced the movement within Benjy's section, from a verbal 
child to a silent woman, but in that section, Caddy comes 
alive before she withers. In Quentin's section, we hear 
Caddy's voice more than in any other sectibn·, and her speech 
and her gestures enliven her, make her believable as a 
flesh-and-blood person. Ev~n in Jason's bare-bones section, 
in which Caddy appears only briefly as a shadowy figure in 
black, her concern for her child and her persistence in the 
•., 
face of Jason's adversity bring Caddy alive. Each of her 
brothers' sections manage to reduce her, b.ut even #when she 
exits the novel proper in Jason's s·ection, she exits the 
novel human despite her defeat. Despite the fact that she 
exists only through the hearsay of her brat.hers, that she 
never has the opportunity to tell her own story, that she 
y 
( 65 ) ,· 
exits the novel a lonely prostitute, she never loses her 
humanity. Until .th.a Appendix. 
The first comment about Caddy in the Appendix appears 
in Quentin's section. The narrator states that Quentin 
loved not his sister's body but some concept 
of Compson honor precariously and (he knew 
well) only temporarily supported by the 
minute fragile membrane of her maidenhead as 
a miniature replica of all the whole vast 
globy earth may be poised on the nose of a 
trained seal. (411) 
This pass~ge asks us to focus on Caddy's physical body as a 
symbol of honor. We know that Quentin treats Caddy as an 
object whose body can be used for intellectual and emotional 
symbolism, and the image of Caddy as Quentin's symbol does 
not surprise the reader. We know that Quentin cannot help 
but negate any part of Caddy that does not concern her 
physical sexuality~ our knowledge of Quentin permits u.s- to 
surmise that.he probably does harbor certain resentments 
toward his si.ster's dishonorable use of her own body. But 
Quentin never uses imagery to describe Caddy, and the seal 
metaphor must therefore be attributed ·to the narrator. 
D~spite the fact that the narrator's purpose is to describe 
Quentin's attachment to h·is sister, the particular metaphor 
chosen does not arise from Quentin's consciousness, and its 
implications go beyond Quentin's fascination with his 
sister's body. Oif The. -fact t.hat the narrator chooses to employ 
( 66) 
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"· 
a circus animal, a creature whose only value is in its 
. , 
physical ability to perform tricks, seems to be a derisive 
statement about Caddy's importance. The narrator could have 
ended the metaphor with "vast globy earth" and retained the 
all its power, or he could have chosen any other metaphor: 
. I 
the earth poised on the head of a pin, or on a white 
pedestal, or in the palm of Caddy's hand. Any of these 
metaphors could have shown the power which Quentin saw in 
his sister, and the fact that she did not s~e her own power. 
The narrator chooses,- instead, the image of an animal, the 
first possibly derogatory association the narrator uses to 
degrade and destroy Caddy in the reader's mind. 
Caddy's own section of the App~ndix is the longest 
final dossier provided, an interesting and telling fact. In 
Quentin's section, Caddy becomes associated with a trained 
r 
seal, a mindless animal who performs on command but does not 
realize the significance of her actions when she fails. In 
her own section, she is accused of being akin to a murderer, 
as she would have (and probably ctid) hand Quentin the 
hypothetical hemlock (412) .. We learn that she is beautiful 
\ ._, 
twice, on paq~s 413 and 416, and we accept her beauty as 
fact but we remain uncomfortable with the narrator's almost 
salacious emphasis on Caddy's physical self. When the 
narrator doe.s provide a deeper set of adj~ctives, we learn 
( 67) 
\ 
,, 
that Caddy is serene, which implies a calmness, an 
acceptance of one's place in the world, even peace. Coupled 
with the adjective cold, Caddy's serenity seems almost 
deathly, but by itself, ''serene" seems inappropriate. When 
we last see her with Jason, Caddy is anything but serene. 
She is unhappy and threatened, she is without a home and 
without love. Twenty years later, twice divorced and living 
• 
• 
with the horror of Nazi Germany in her bed, are we expected 
to believe Caddy has found her peace? Caddy, still 
beautiful, is now bnly a body which moves through time and 
space, and such a body cannot be "serene," for serenity 
implies a spiritual tranquility which the Appendix does not 
support. 
The narrator also judges Caddy both doomed (412) and 
damned (415), two words which seem frivolous, overly 
dramatic and terribly subjective, a quality which works 
against the matter-of-fact tone of the rest of the Appendix. 
Doomed because of· her birth into a crumbling, dysfunctional 
family in. the antebellum south, Caddy stands strapped 
b-etween _the i.mage of the "southern womarr 11 and her own 
emotions, between the southern upper class dultu.re and the 
lower class world of prostitution, between passive and 
active. Caddy's mistake, her doom, stems from her choice to 
·' 
be active, ·to accept and act upon her emotion, a choice 
( 68) 
which leads her further away from the static culture of her 
birth and toward the independent but sexually, emotionally 
and intellectually passive world which allows her to appear 
in glossy magazines, two-di~ensional, maintaining only her 
beauty but none of the spirit and energy which reside in the 
third dimension. 
Melissa Meeks' final italicized comment on Caddy 
Compson states that Caddy "doesn't want to be saved hasn't 
anything anymore worth being saved for nothing worth being. 
lost that she can lose"(420). The comment stands without 
end punctuation, a device this narrator chose to imply that 
Caddy has no real closure. Each of the other final 
-
portraits ends with the standard period, their stories stand 
complete. But Caddy's story, punctuated by holes and gap.s 
throughout, trails off, another vague fade-out which implies 
. , . 
. 
that her story is somehow beyond the· reach of th·e written 
word. But this lack of closure contradicts the adjective 
"serene,'' in some sense·s because Caddy's story is not over, 
it can never be resolved, and Caddy will never experience 
the peace t~at the other characters enjoy by virtue of 
' '· 
definitive endings. The characters do not, certainly, end 
at peace with themselves or their worlds, but they find some 
resolution to the-ir stories and therein find a certain 
peace. Except for Caroline and Caddy. 
( 69 ) 
/ 
I 
If this narrator had written the Appendix as a 
traditional genealogical record, Caroline's absence would be 
understandable. But this narrator chooses to include four 
of the Cornpson servants at the record's end, and he points 
out that they were not Cornpsons, but he feels they deserved 
inclusion. But this narrator obviously feels that Caroline 
does not. One exElanation is that Caroline served the 
family only as its vessel for survival, and her procreative 
role is insufficient to gain her entrance into the final 
family portrait. Caroline's story ends, then, with none of 
the validation the other characters receive, no verification 
that she even existed within the novel or contributed to it. 
Her only function as matriarch was to produce heirs to 
ensure the survival of the C-ompson lineage. And Caddy, . ' in 
her way_, serves the novel as its vessel for survival, for 
without her character, the novel could not be conceived, let 
alone born. 
Caddy's story takes her from the power of the lone 
female in a houseful of brothers to the isolation of the 
female in a system which requires that female power be 
harnessed into forms which are at once acceptable and useful 
for the men who will possess both the woman and her power. 
We have watched the gradual but steady decline of spirit and 
emotion in Caddy, so that when she appears to us as the· 
( 7 0 ) 
' 
living dead in the novel's appendix, we know that the men in 
the novel, and the attitudes which perpetuate female 
subserviance and dependence, have won. Caddy's final 
portrait shows her to be the dream woman of any man in this 
novel: she is beautiful, and apparently ageless, and silent, 
a cold marble statue to own and display proudly. But what 
have we lost? The virtues of love, compassion and 
intell.igence which contributed the sparkle to the novel have 
been snuffed. 
in darkness. 
I 
And with Caddy's destruction, the novel lies 
,J 
( 71 ) 
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